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Abstract

In the aftermath of the 2020 election and unfounded accusations that its presidential
contest was illegitimate, controversies are erupting across the United States over ballot
access. Our focus is a dispute in Georgia, a battleground state where legislative changes
aimed at curtailing early in-person voting are couched in language about election integrity
yet reflect the state’s history of racial politics. We find that Black voters are more likely
than White voters to cast ballots on the Sunday of early voting slated to be eliminated
by recent legislation as well as on weekend days now deemed to be optional. Nonetheless,
there is no evidence that offering early voting on any of these days has any substantive
meaning vis-a-vis election integrity. Georgia offers a sobering lesson to the country as
to the continued grip of racial politics and how race maintains its presence in technical
debates over participation in democratic politics.
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Introduction

Access to the ballot by eligible voters is a sine qua non of democracy. In the decades

since the 1965 passage of the Voting Rights Act, all American states, whose laws largely

regulate the conduct of elections, have expanded the methods by which voters cast ballots

(Li, Pomante II and Schraufnagel 2018). This growth has increased the opportunities for

citizens to engage in democratic politics and made voting less costly in the sense of Downs

(1957). Still, the evolution in the United States of ballot access has rarely proceeded in

a uniform and steady way (Keyssar 2009; Berman 2015), having been buffeted by racial

politics since the country’s founding (Klinkner and Smith 1999; Kousser 2000; Johnson

2010; Anderson 2018).

There is perhaps no better exemplar of the current conflagration over ballot access and

race than the ongoing controversy over election administration in Georgia, a battleground

state that in 2020 saw the presidential race and two United States Senate contests flip

from Republican to Democratic. Beyond party politics, these results were groundbreaking

with regard to race: Reverend Raphael Warnock is both the first Black United States Sen-

ator from Georgia and the first Black Democratic senator from a southern state. Adding

to the fraught issue of race, the legislative and public debate over election administra-

tion in Georgia (and beyond) is being conducted before a backdrop in which integrity

and trust in election outcomes are dominant themes. Questions about technical election

procedures—such as mail ballot eligibility, identification required when returning absentee

ballots, locations of ballot drop boxes, and whether Saturday or Sunday early in-person

voting is permitted—are steeped in a broader debate about racial politics and whether the

electoral edifice in Georgia, and by extension in the United States, is sound.

Our specific interest in Georgia is early in-person (EIP) voting. Approximately 2.7

million Georgians cast EIP ballots in the 2020 general election, followed by more than two

million in the subsequent federal runoff elections for two United States Senate seats. To be

sure, Georgia’s current debate over EIP voting, conducted in the state legislature and the

public sphere, reflects well-worn themes, namely, how many days of early voting should

there be and which days in particular. However, what makes the contemporary Georgia
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debate on EIP voting notable is the context in which it is taking place, one characterized

by record Black voter turnout in November 2020, the defeat of Donald Trump, and the

ascendance of the state’s first Black United States Senator, all amid numerous accusations

of widespread fraud in the 2020 election, none of which is supported by convincing evidence

(Eggers et al. 2021). Given Georgia’s history, it should come as no surprise that this

debate has become intertwined with race (Key 1949; Reingold and Wike 1998; Inscoe

2009; Gillespie 2015; McKee 2018).

With Georgia as a lever, we probe the contemporary struggle in the United States

revolving around questions of race and voting access. We describe how this state’s debate

over EIP voting reflects both the tenor of the times—voiced concerns about election in-

tegrity in the absence of evidence indicating that American elections are threatened by

fraud—as well as historical practices, specifically what looks to be the targeting of spe-

cific modalities of voting that affect Black voters more than White voters. Georgia as

a harbinger, emblematic of a future in which technical details about election procedures

continue to be pawns in larger political struggles couched in concerns about election fraud,

raises a red flag about the intensity of upcoming disputes in the United States over election

administration.

Early in-person voting and race

Prior to 1978, when California became the first state to adopt EIP voting (Biggers and

Hanmer 2015), voters in the United States who wished to cast in-person ballots could do

so only on Election Day. However, in recognition of the burden that this imposes, nearly

all states (presently, all but six) currently allow in-person ballot-casting prior to Election

Day. Of these, 11 allow Sunday in-person voting.1 There is considerable state variation in

what EIP voting entails—from the start date and length of a state’s early voting period,

1“State Laws Governing Early Voting,” National Conference of State Legislatures, October
10, 2020, available at https://www.ncsl.org/research/elections-and-campaigns/early-
voting-in-state-elections.aspx (last accessed March 4, 2021). Florida requires at least one
day of Sunday EIP voting; five states (Alaska, Illinois, Maryland, New York and Ohio) permit
Sunday EIP voting statewide; and, five states (California, Georgia, Michigan, Nevada and Mas-
sachusetts) allow counties to offer Sunday EIP voting.
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to the number of early voting locations allocated per jurisdiction, to whether early voting

is offered after normal work hours or on weekends. Debates over these technical details,

however, should not detract from the fact that EIP is accepted in red and blue states as an

accepted method by which voters can conveniently exercise the franchise (Gronke 2012).

As with other election administration battles (Bentele and O’Brien 2013; Burden et al.

2014; Hicks et al. 2015), the consensus to expand EIP voting has been belied in a handful

of states. Following record turnout among Black voters in 2008, Florida’s legislature cut

the number of early voting days—including eliminating the final Sunday before Election

Day (Herron and Smith 2012). Black voters who had cast ballots on the final Sunday

of early voting in 2008—a day eliminated by lawmakers—were less likely to turn out

to vote in the 2012 General Election (Herron and Smith 2014), exemplifying a form of

“downstream effects” noted by Cottrell, Herron and Smith (2020) and Pettigrew (2021) in

their studies of polling place congestion on subsequent turnout. In North Carolina, the

state legislature in 2013 cut back on what the state refers to as “One-Stop” voting, a version

of EIP voting disproportionately used by Black voters (Herron and Smith 2015). And in

Ohio, the state forced counties to homogenize EIP voting opportunities in 2010 (Kaplan

and Yuan 2020), reducing EIP voting in the state’s three most populous counties, cuts

that disproportionately affected Black voters (Weaver 2015). A national study reaffirms

these state-level analyses, showing that a county’s racial and ethnic composition affects

the density of EIP voting locations (Fullmer 2015).

Debating EIP voting in Georgia

On March 1, 2021, the Republican-controlled Georgia House of Representatives passed an

election reform bill, HB 531, on a largely party-line vote, 97 to 72.2 HB 531 includes an

array of election administration changes to Georgia state law, regulating inter alia the

days ahead of Election Day on which counties may offer what the state calls in-person

“advance voting” (that is, what we refer to as EIP voting).

2“A BILL to be entitled an Act to amend Chapter 2 of Title 21 of the Official Code of Georgia,”
available at https://www.legis.ga.gov/legislation/59831 (last accessed March 6, 2021).
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House Bill 531 and weekend EIP voting

Per HB 531, Georgia counties continue to be prohibited from offering EIP voting on the

final weekend prior to Election Day; continue to be required to offer weekend EIP voting

on the Saturday of the second weekend prior to Election Day; are no longer permitted to

offer weekend EIP voting on the second Sunday prior to Election Day; and, may choose

to offer weekend EIP voting on either the third Saturday or the third Sunday prior to

Election Day, but not on both days.3

Under the new legislation, counties that had offered a full complement of EIP weekend

(there were 13 such counties in the 2020 General Election), would be forced to cut two

days of weekend voting (the second Sunday prior to Election Day and either the third

Saturday or Sunday prior to Election Day). So as to hammer home its imperatives, HB

531 reiterates, “[EIP] voting shall occur only on the days specified in [lines 935-963 of this

bill] and counties and municipalities shall not be authorized to conduct advance voting on

any other days.”4

Justifications offered for HB 531

Election integrity was offered as a justification for HB 531 by many supporting legislators.

“[The bill] will make Georgia elections fair, more accessible, more transparent,” proclaimed

House Speaker Pro-Tempore, Republican Representative Jan Jones, one of HB 531’s spon-

sors.5 Invoking “untold number of people who voted” in the 2020 General Election, Re-

publican state Representative Alan Powell argued that HB 531 was needed “because our

system is flawed...[t]he system is flawed because the counties—159 counties—run the elec-

tion system.”6 “We all want the same thing at the end of the day,” Representative Rick

Williams, a co-author of HB 531, stated at a legislative hearing, continuing that “elections

3Ibid, p. 38, lines 946-947.
4Ibid, p. 39, lines 961-963.
5“Georgia House Dems Condemn Passage of HB 531,” CBS Atlanta, March 3, 2021, available
at https://atlanta.cbslocal.com/2021/03/03/georgia-house-dems-condemn-passage-of-
hb-531-this-is-a-step-in-the-wrong-direction/ (last accessed March 5, 2021).
6“Georgia House Passes GOP-Backed Voting Restrictions,” Courthouse New Service, March
1, 2021, available at https://www.courthousenews.com/georgia-house-passes-gop-backed-
voting-restrictions (last accessed March 6, 2021).
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are fair, honest, and that everyone votes their conscience, and no one is manipulated (or)

threatened.”7

Other Republican lawmakers tried to pitch HB 531 as a bipartisan reform. “We need

in the Legislature to pass reasonable measures that begin to build confidence back into the

election system for both the left and the right,” appealed Representative Barry Fleming,

the Chairman of the Special Committee on Election Integrity, during public testimony.8 In

order to ensure “someone’s vote cannot be stolen,” Fleming stated, the legislature needed

to pass HB 531. “Our due diligence in this legislature [is] to constantly update our laws

to try to protect the sanctity of the vote. The reason people don’t rob banks every day is

because banks put in place provisions to keep that from happening.”9

Notwithstanding language couched in ensuring election integrity, there is no evidence

in Georgia, much less in other states, that American elections are at risk of substantial

voter fraud (Minnite 2010; Cottrell, Herron and Westwood 2018; Goel et al. 2020). There

is similarly no evidence that certain days of the week have any association with EIP voter

fraud, a consequence of the fact that EIP voting itself is not associated with fraud. The

three elections in the 2020 cycle in Georgia are no exception, as Georgia Secretary of

State Brad Raffensperger articulated on numerous occasions following the November 2020

election.10

7“Voting rights advocates decry ‘devastating’ Georgia measure limiting ballot access,” Reuters,
February 19, 2021, available at https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-politics-voters-
idUSKBN2AJ2I0 (last accessed March 4, 2021).
8“Sunday voting restored in Georgia bill that tightens election rules,” The At-
lanta Journal-Constitution, February 24, 2021, available at https://www.ajc.com/
politics/sunday-voting-restored-in-georgia-bill-that-tightens-election-
rules/DMWUG2DVMBHZ7IDP4KZSRYZ7LY/ (last accessed March 7, 2021).
9“Democrats, voting rights advocates blast new Georgia election bill,” ABC News, Febru-
ary 20, 2021, available at https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/democrats-voting-rights-
advocates-blast-georgia-election-bill/story?id=75999023 (last accessed March 5, 2021).
10“Secretary Raffensperger Releases Letter to Pence, Congressional Leaders,” Georgia Secretary
of State, January 6, 2021, available at https://sos.ga.gov/index.php/elections/secretary_
raffensperger_releases_letter_to_pence_congressional_leaders (last accessed March 7,
2021).
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Data and analysis

Our statewide analysis of EIP voting in Georgia draws on election administration data

published by the Georgia Secretary of State. These data consist of lists of (1) registered

voters and (2) individuals who cast EIP ballots and on which day they did so.11 We merge

these lists in a time period covering the 2016 and 2020 election cycles.12 The former

cycle consisted of three elections: presidential primary, primary, and general. The 2020

cycle also had three elections: primary, general, and runoff. On account of the COVID-

19 pandemic, Georgia’s 2020 presidential primary was combined with the state’s regular

primary (Hood III and Haynes 2020). The 2020 cycle’s runoff, which took place on January

5, 2021, included contests for two United States Senate seats.

We consider all voters in Georgia who cast EIP ballots in one of the six elections across

2016 and 2020. Each of the elections had an EIP voting period that ran from the Monday

three weeks before Election Day to the Friday before Election Day (inclusive). Within

this period, counties had some discretion on which weekend days a voter could cast an

EIP ballot. Our focus is White and Black EIP voters in Georgia. These two groups cover

slightly under 83 percent of the 7,741,628 registered voters in the state as of January 8,

2021.13

Table 1 provides statewide EIP ballot counts (“EIP ballots”) across our six elections

for White and Black voters (we discuss the table’s “Black-White ratio” columns shortly).

As the table makes clear, millions of Georgians cast EIP ballots in both the 2016 and

2020 election cycles. In the latter, White voters cast more than 2.8 million EIP ballots

11We create an aggregate voter registration list by combining eight snapshots of the Georgia
statewide “Daily Voter Base.” These statewide voter files are dated January 8, 2021, October 20,
2020, September 9, 2020, October 15, 2018, March 13, 2017, October 26, 2016, September 7, 2016,
and June 4, 2015). When a voter appears in multiple lists, we use the record from the most recent
list.
12We downloaded lists of voters who cast EIP ballots from https://elections.sos.ga.gov/
Elections/voterabsenteefile.do, restricting attention to records whose Ballot Style is “IN
PERSON.” Across our six lists of EIP ballots, we ignore the small number of records that were
recorded as being cast on holidays, cast before an election’s EIP period officially began, or cast
after an EIP period ended. Merging between registered voter lists and EIP ballot lists was based
on official Georgia voter registration numbers.
13Georgia’s registered voter lists include a field for race, and we draw on this field after merging
our EIP lists with lists of registered voters. See fn. 12.
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and Black voters, more than 1.4 million. To put these numbers in context, Joe Biden

bested Donald Trump in the 2020 presidential election in Georgia by only 11,779 votes.

The contest was so close it was recounted twice, first by hand and later by machine.

Table 1: Statewide EIP voting usage by Black and White voters

EIP ballots Black-White ratio

Year Election White Black Saturday Sunday Weekdays
2016 Presidential 265,281 97,972 1.12 2.17 0.99
2016 Primary 209,012 74,490 1.16 6.60 0.98
2016 General 1,342,668 630,581 1.23 2.44 0.97
2020 Primary 179,976 118,941 1.20 3.89 0.98
2020 General 1,605,805 729,594 1.26 1.74 0.96
2020 Runoff 1,177,626 630,327 1.93 1.82 0.96

EIP votes cast by day of week

For our six elections, we disaggregate by day of week EIP ballots cast by White and Black

voters. In a given election, we define, say, the percent of EIP ballots cast by White voters

on Mondays as the number of EIP ballots cast on Mondays by White voters divided by

the total number of EIP ballots cast by White voters in the election. An election has 14

such percentages—seven days by two race groups—which are plotted against each other

in Figure 1.

There are six panels in Figure 1, one per election. Each panel contains points rep-

resenting days of the week and a dashed 45-degree line. Points that fall on 45-degree

lines denote days of the week on which, in a given election, Black and White percentages

of EIP votes are identical. Points above a line denote days in which White voters cast

disproportionately many EIP votes, and points below, the opposite.

Across its six elections, Figure 1 shows that Black voters used EIP voting on both Sat-

urdays and Sundays at greater rates than White voters. Another regularity is Wednesday:

across all six elections, White voters cast disproportionately more EIP ballots on this day

than Black voters. Other days (Mondays, Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Fridays) have similar

EIP percentages across race groups and do not consistently favor one group over another.

As an aside and reflecting the presence of holidays in EIP voting period, New Years Day
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in 2021 fell on a Friday that ordinarily would have been part of the EIP period for the

2020 runoff, eliminating one Friday of early voting. This is evident in the location (down

and to the left) of the Friday point in Figure 1’s 2020 runoff panel.

Returning to Table 1, consider the columns under the heading, “Black-White ratio.”

We calculated these numbers by dividing the Black and White EIP percentages in Figure

1. For example, in the 2016 presidential primary, the Black EIP rate on Saturdays is 5.42

percent, meaning that 5.42 percent of all EIP ballots cast by Black voters in that election

were cast on Saturdays. The corresponding White rate is 4.84 percent. The ratio between

these two rates is 1.12, which can be found in the “Saturday” column of Table 1 (top row).

Thus, on Saturday EIP days in the 2016 presidential primary election, Black voters used

EIP voting 1.12 times as often as White EIP voters.
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Figure 1: Statewide Black and White EIP rates by day of week
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The Saturday and Sunday Black-White ratios in Table 1 range from slightly more than

one to greater than six. Sunday ratios are greater than Saturday ratios in every election

except the 2020 runoff, and weekday ratios are less than one, complementing weekend

ratios. Thus, if the past in Georgia is a predictor of future voting, HB 531’s restrictions

on weekend EIP voting will disproportionately burden Black EIP voters.
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EIP voting on HB 531-targeted days

Building on this result, we now highlight EIP voting by Black and White voters on the

specific three weekend days targeted by HB 531: (1) the optional third Saturday; (2)

the optional third Sunday; and, the second Sunday before Election Day, which HB 531

eliminates. Table 2 contains counts across our six elections of the extent to which White

and Black voters cast EIP ballots on these days.

Table 2: Statewide EIP counts on HB 531-targeted days

Saturday optional Sunday optional Sunday eliminated

Year Election Black White Black White Black White
2016 Presidential 238 649 44 162 758 837
2016 Primary 258 215 42 54 763 288
2016 General 10,490 12,155 2,395 3,428 9,828 7,258
2020 Primary 452 305 56 65 1,083 378
2020 General 21,695 32,904 11,554 17,230 14,937 16,314
2020 Runoff 28,209 25,613 10,342 10,298 6,168 6,624
Total 61,342 71,841 24,433 31,237 33,537 31,699

Table 2 casts into stark relief the impact that HB 531 will have on EIP voting in for

thousands of Georgia voters. In the 2020 runoff election, for example, over 28,000 Black

voters cast EIP ballots three weeks ahead of Election Day on what is currently an optional

Saturday; more than 10,000 Black voters cast EIP ballots on the corresponding optional

Sunday. Under HB 531, county election officials who have offered both of these weekend

days must eliminate one of them, reducing future voting opportunities. Moreover, across

our six elections, over 33,500 Black voters cast EIP ballots on the second Sunday before

Election Day, a voting eliminated by HB 531. While over 31,600 White voters also cast

EIP ballots on this eliminated Sunday, there were 1.75 times more White registered voters

in Georgia than Black registered voters as of January 8, 2021.

Figure 2 provides a perspective on how Black and White EIP voters are relatively

impacted by the weekend days targeted by HB 531. The figure includes six panels, one

per election, and each panel has three symbols. Each symbol describes a weekend day and

how HB 531 deals with it. Figure 2 refines our earlier analysis of Saturdays and Sundays,

as shown in Figure 1, insofar as HB 531 addresses specific Saturdays and Sundays.
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Figure 2: Statewide Black and White EIP rates on days targeted by HB 531
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Saturday optional Sunday optional Sunday eliminated

The locations of the points in Figure 2—to the right of pictured 45-degree lines—

implies that, across Georgia, the rate of EIP usage by Black voters on HB 531-eliminated

Sundays was greater than the corresponding White rate. This is largely true across optional

Saturdays and Sundays as well. Thus, even though the percent of all EIP ballots cast on

HB 531-targeted days is relatively small, HB 531 disproportionately affects Black voters

in Georgia.
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Discussion

Despite mixed evidence concerning EIP voting and overall turnout (Leighley and Nagler

2013; Burden et al. 2014; Fraga 2018), this form of ballot-casting is now commonplace in

the United States. It is used in 44 states, including those without Georgia’s history of

racial discrimination at the polls as well as in seven of the nine states covered by Section 5

of the Voting Rights Act pre-Shelby County v. Holder. Early in-person voting has become

institutionalized.

This does not mean, however, that every state legislature is keen on ensuring that EIP

voting remains convenient. Georgia’s recent legislative push to cut back on early voting

did not occur in a vacuum. Indeed, as of Spring 2021 there are over 165 bills restricting

voting access under consideration in 33 states.14

Regardless of whether an election administration alteration turns on a technical issue

or is justified in the name of election integrity, it still should be assessed for its potential

impact on ballot access, particularly on ballot access for racial and ethnic minorities.

Our analysis of EIP voting patterns in Georgia across two election cycles shows that

Black early voters are more likely than White early voters to cast ballots in-person on

days being considered for elimination by HB 531, a recent piece of election legislation in

Georgia. Leaving aside other aspects of this legislation—including restrictions placed on

requesting and casting absentee ballots as well as limitations on ballot drop box locations—

this in conjunction with other findings implies that the actions of the Georgia legislature

to eliminate the second Sunday of EIP voting before Election Day and to prohibit counties

from offering both Saturday and Sunday EIP voting three weekends before Election Day

will burden Black voters seeking to exercise the franchise. Moreover, this conclusion is

independent of whether the legislature’s curtailing of EIP voting intentionally selected

against people of a given racial group. To be sure, it is possible that Black voters who

typically vote EIP on weekends might react to cutbacks and choose instead to vote on

14“Voting Laws Roundup: February 2021,” Brennan Center for Justice, available at
https://www.brennancenter.org/our-work/research-reports/voting-laws-roundup-
february-2021 (last accessed March 6, 2021).
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Election Day or by mail. Regardless, curtailing weekend EIP voting disrupts a consistent

pattern of Black turnout in Georgia, including Sunday “Souls to the Polls” Get-Out-the-

Vote mobilization efforts.

Precise targeting of early voting days by the Georgia state legislature raises several

legal questions. If voters of a select racial group or groups disproportionately choose a

particular method of voting, and if this method is curtailed, does this constitute a vio-

lation of the Voting Rights Act (VRA)? The VRA is designed, in part, to ensure that

election administration does not discriminate against racial/ethnic minorities. Although

the Supreme Court in Shelby v. Holder (2013) functionally rendered inactive Section 5 of

the VRA (requiring “preclearing” of changes to election rules and procedures in jurisdic-

tions with a history of discrimination, including the state of Georgia), the Act’s Section

2 remains, allowing groups to challenge jurisdictions if they enact rules or laws resulting

“in a denial or abridgement of the right of any citizen of the United States to vote on

account of race or color,” regardless of legislative intent. We leave it to others to mine

the complete legislative record to determine whether the motives behind HB 531 violates

the “intent test” of Section 2 of the VRA. Here, though, we have provided evidence with

regard to Section 2’s “results test.” That said, the status of Section 2 of the VRA is also

being questioned, most recently in Brnovich v. Democratic National Committee, heard

in the Supreme Court in March 2021. The court’s ruling in Brnovich, which considers

challenges to Arizona law limiting voters casting mail ballots from receiving assistance

and invalidates ballots cast out-of-precinct, could have major implications for state and

local governments, regardless of whether they were previously covered, like Georgia, under

Section 5 of the VRA.

Our findings on EIP voting in Georgia speak to oral arguments in Brnovich, during

which there were two key exchanges between Justices Elena Kagan and Brett Kavanaugh

and Michael Carvin, an attorney defending Arizona. “If a state has long had two weeks

of early voting and then the state decides that it is going to get rid of Sunday voting on

those two weeks—leave everything else in place—and Black voters vote on Sunday 10 times

more than White voters,” Justice Kagan asked Mr. Carvin, “is that system equally open?”
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Mr. Carvin responded, “I would think it would be.”15 Soon after, during his exchange

with Mr. Carvin, Justice Kavanaugh proffered a possible standard to determine whether

a jurisdiction’s law might be subject to challenge under the VRA’s Section 2. “One factor

would be if you’re changing to a new rule that puts minorities in a worse position than they

were under the old rule,” Kavanaugh stated, “and a second factor would be whether a rule is

commonplace in other states that do not have a similar history of racial discrimination.”16

Will the cuts to Sunday EIP voting under HB 531 in Georgia trigger what we might

call the “Kavanaugh Rule?” HB 531 arguably violates both principles of this rule, as the

legislation puts minorities in a worse position than they were prior, and 11 states currently

allow Sunday voting. Georgia’s effort to curtail EIP voting will thus pose a challenge to

this rule, on which the near future of ballot access in the United States may depend.

15Brnovich v. DNC, Consolidated Oral Argument, Supreme Court of the United States, March
2, 2021, time of 20:47, available at https://www.c-span.org/video/?507934-1/brnovich-v-
dnc-consolidated-oral-argument (last accessed March 2, 2021).
16Ibid., time of 28:40.
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